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Abstract: Major Golf and Grand Slam Tennis 

tournaments such as Australian Open, The Mas-ters, 

Roland Garros, United States Golf Association 

(USGA), Wimbledon, and United States Tennis 

Association (USTA) United States (US) Open pro- 

vide real-time and historical sporting information to 

immerse a global fan base in the action. Each tourna- 

ment provides real- time content, including streaming 

video, game statistics, scores, images, schedule of 

play, and text. Due to the game popularities, some of 

the webservers are heavily visited and some are not, 

therefore, we need a method to autonomously 

provision servers to provide a smooth user experi- 

ence. 

Key Words: Cojecture Cloud 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Conjecture Cloud Computing (CC) has been 

developed to provide a smart allocation/deal location 

of servers by combining ensembles of forecasts and 

predictive modeling to determine the future origin 

demand for web site content. CC distributes 

processing through analytical pipelines that correlate 

streaming data, such as scores, media schedules, and 

player brackets with a future-simulated tournament 

state to measure predicted demand spikes for content. 

Social data streamed from Twitter provides social 

sentiment and popularity features used within 

predictive modeling. Data at rest, such as machine 

logs and web con- tent, provide additional features 

for fore- casting. While the duration of each 

tournament varies, the number of origin website 

requests range from 29,000 to 110,000 hits per 

minute. The PCC technology was developed and 

deployed to all Grand Slam tennis events and several 

                  
 

Images lIcensed by graphIc stock major golf 

tournaments that took place in 2013 and to the 

present, which has decreased wasted computing 

consumption by over 50%. The CC (Conjecture 

cloud) technology was developed and deployed to all 

Grand Slam tennis events and several major golf 

tournaments that took place in 2013 and to the 

present, which has decreased wasted computing 

consumption by over 50% and above. We propose a 

novel forecasting ensemble that includes residual, 

vector, historical, partial, adjusted, cubic and 

quadratic rank based forecasters.  

In addition, we present several predictive models 

based on Multiple Regression as inputs into several 

of these forecasters. We conclude by empirically 

demonstrating that the predictive cloud technology is 

able to forecast the computing. 

 From 2008 through 2013, the infra- structure became 

a cloud that provides continuously available 3-sited 

services including Big Data and social media support 

[1,5,16,21,22,26].  
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Continuously available services do not have any un- 

planned or planned outages, so each venue uses this 

technology for critical and highly visible websites 

that must be available at all times on every day of the 

year to support high volume traffic. Currently, we are 

developing and de- ploying predictive cloud on the 

infra- structure to enable autonomic resource 

allocation and platform as a service dur- ing large 

sporting events. 

The largest golf and tennis events 

include the four tennis Grand Slams and the four golf 

majors that attract global public and media attention 

from loyal fans to the casual observer. The best 

players in their prime from around the world compete 

for slots at Grand Slam tennis or major golf 

tournaments to reach the pinnacle of their respective 

sports. The exciting and historical games attract 

attention and replay from millions of patrons from 

across the globe. Table 1 depicts the relative hit rate 

and total bandwidth consumption during the 2013 

Australian Open, French Open, Wimbledon, US 

Open, The Masters, and USGA tournaments. The 

demand for computational resources during sporting 

events is trending upwards with a seasonal cycli- cal 

pattern. For example, the Masters 2008 tournament 

had an average of more than 50k hits per minute 

(HPM), while the Masters 2013 had more than 105k 

HPM. 

In 2014, the PCC supported 6 

major events, 80 event competition days, in 4 

countries, 6 websites and 6 mobile sites. The cloud 

demand trans- lates into 1.5+ billion page views, 

191+ million visits, 60+ million unique visi- 

tors/devices, 7.5+ million live scoring updates and 

105k+ editorial updates per day. Figure 1 depicts 

origin traffic in Hits Per Minute (HPM) on an anony- 

mized event day. During the 24-hour period from 

figure 2, the edge had a total of 1.9 billion requests 

while the origin incurred 5.6% of the traffic. 

  

During each event, the cloud pro- vides shared 

resources, software, and information to computing 

devices through the Internet. The PCC provi- sions 

and allocates origin web servers, a portion of the 

cloud, ahead of an event’s time horizon and demand 

curve by applying predictive analytics and fore- 

casting.Within the context of tennis and golf, game 

day patterns and infrequent events, such as a playoff, 

key plays, and other game related data influences the 

cloud resource forecast. 

In this paper, we present PCC with a focus on 

algorithms deployed at the Australian Open, The 

Masters, Roland Garros, USGA, Wimbledon, and the 

US Open. The contribution of this paper includes: 

❏ long (24 hour), medium (several hours), and 

short-term (half hour) cyclic forecasting 

❏ social, sporting and cloud based pre- dictive 

modeling 

❏ sliding parabolic windowing combi- nation 

of time varying cyclic fore- casting and event-based 

prediction 

❏ half-life weighted cyclic forecast ensemble 

combination. 

In Section 2, related work is presented while 

background information about sporting analytics is 

included in Section 

3. In Section 4 we present a summary of the types of 

data processed by the PCC. The proposed predictive 

models are introduced in Section 5 while Section 6 

describes the forecasting framework. Section 7 shows 

how the predictive modeling and forecasting is 

combined. Section 8 presents the results of the PCC. 

Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper with future 

work. 

 2. RELATED WORK 

Cloud computing technology is a term that refers to 

distributed computing platforms connected by any 

number of networks. Within cloud, simple inter- 

faces abstract users from complex hard- ware 

infrastructures that form powerful cloud computing 

clusters. The clusters enable diverse processing of 

large quan- tities of data with complex algorithms. 

From the technology progression of the 1950’s 

mainframes such as the UNIVAC to the 21st 

century’s cognitive comput- ing clusters such as 

IBM’s Watson, cloud computing technology is 

shifting toward autonomic behavior that is both 

reactive and predictive, or some combination thereof 

[18]. 

The state of the art within PCC 

relies on short-term future time hori- zons or periodic 

cycles. CloudScale pro- vided Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS) by provisioning application resource 

requirements several minutes into the future by 

including a burst factor of trace-driven resource 

allocation [33]. Other systems such as PRESS predict 
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resource allocation based on action events [15]. 

Chandra et al. applied auto- regression techniques to 

predict cloud resources [7]. The work by Nguyen et 

al., produced AGILE that scaled IaaS 10 minutes into 

the future [24,37]. Gmach et al. proposed longer-term 

pattern rec- ognition using wavelets within cyclic 

infrastructure demand curves [13]. 

Other works such as Kalyvianaki et al. 

use a priori information to fine tune parameters 

before predictive model building [17].The utility of 

resource allo- cation policies were measured by 

statisti- cal models within works such as [28, 35]. 

  
 

Figure 1 hits per Minute on an anonymized event day 

at the origin within the 3-sited private cloud. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 the total number of edge, midgress and 

origin requests during the same period as Figure 1. 

  

In that actively collects information from workers 

and optimizes infrastructure [10]. The application of 

predictive cloud computing technology to large-scale 

events such as sports has a rich history starting with 

analytics. 

3. SPORT ANALYTICS 

Within the market of sports, competi- tive advantages 

are driven by data ana- lytics. One of the first papers 

published about the application of analytics to the 

management of baseball teams was written by G. R. 

Lindsay in 1959 [20]. Baseball Prospectus, founded 

in 1996, further developed Sabermetrics, or the 

analysis of baseball statistics [19]. In 2004, the 

“Journal of Quantitative Analysis in Sports” 

published the first volume that discussed sports such 

as ice hockey, basketball, football, baseball, cards, 

and track. Sport analytics began to become popular 

with the story of the Oakland A’s in the movie, 

Money- ball. In 2006, the community began to 

mature with the beginning of the annual MIT Sloan 

Sports Analytics Conference. Today, the conference 

attracts more than 2,000 attendees. 

Tennis and golf embraced analytics 

later than baseball and football. One of the first 

golfing journals, Science and Golf, published an 

analysis of golf swings and player performance 

metrics in 1990 [8]. From 1997 to 1999, an academic 

statistical analysis performed on all of tennis Grand 

Slam tournaments deter- mined the effects of court 

surface and player gender on play [25]. In 1999, the 

PGA tour added the ShotLink system to collect data 

on every golf swing. By 2001, tennis media outlets 

and fans applied statistical analysis to tennis play- 

 Other types of elastic resource allo- cation strategies 

within the cloud are reactionary to resource 

contention. The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud 

(EC2) combines auto scaling with cloud watch [2]. 

Cloud watch publishes usage statis- tics so that users 

can change their cloud configuration through auto 

scaling Abstract Programming Interfaces (APIs). 

Other reactive commercially available solutions 

include Scalr [30] and Right- scale [32]. Autonomic 

cloud work provides feedback loops to alter future 

cloud resource allocation [29]. Other works such as 

Meng et al. and Calheiros et al. present reaction 

based systems [6,23]. A survey on cloud computing 

by Galante and Bona classify 28 elastic computing 

systems as predictive or reac- tionary [11]. However, 

works such Gan- dhi et al. combined long term 

predictive cyclic patterns with reactionary events 

[12]. Following autonomic cloud com- puting, Endo 

et al. depict an architecture. However, the PCC is a 

first of a kind cloud applied within the major sporting 

domain, particularly profes- sional golf and Grand 

Slam tennis. 

From a computational intelligence perspective, 

several works relate to the PCC. For example, short-

term load forecasting has been successfully imple- 

mented with hybrid filter-wrapper fea- ture selection 

[38]. Z. Hu et al. use fea- ture selection for their 

predictive model. Complimentary, neural networks 

with particle swarm optimization perform time series 

forecasting [39]. 
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3.1. Professional Golf Circuit 

On the professional golf circuit, more than 20 

professional tours bring together golfers to compete 

in a series of tourna- ments. Each tour has a flagship 

event where participation and winning are important 

for a player to be eligible to play in a major golf 

event. For example, the highest rated golf tour is the 

Profes- sional Golfers’ Association (PGA) tour, 

which culminates with The Players Championship. 

The Official World Golf Ranking (OWGR) 

aggregates points from all golf events to rank golfers. 

Only the highest ranked players by OWGR, with 

some exceptions, can play in the four major events - 

PGA Championship, The Open Championship, 

Masters Tour- nament, and U.S. Open. Each of the 

four majors automatically receives 100 OWGR 

points to allocate to winners. 

  

3.2. Professional Tennis Circuit 

The Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) and 

the International Tennis Fed- eration (ITF) host or 

regulate more than 700 tennis tournaments a year that 

include the prestigious four Grand Slams: 

Wimbledon, Roland Garros, Australian Open, and 

US Open. Court sur- face dictates the type of play 

where Wimbledon is played on grass, Roland Garros 

is on clay, Australian Open is synthetic hard, while 

the US Open is acrylic hard. Each Grand Glam is 

worth 2,000 points toward the world rankings and 

each maintains the largest amount of prize winnings 

within tennis. The next tennis tournament tiers are the 

Masters 1000, 500 Series, and 250 Series worth 1000, 

500, and 250 points respectively. Top-seeded players 

are generally eligible to play in Grand Slam tourna- 

ments, while only a select few are invited to enter the 

contest or win a qualifying round. 

  

3.3. Predictive Cloud Computing 

A continuously available virtualized en- vironment 

that hosts our PCC on a 3-active cluster [31] supports 

such pres- tigious events described in Sections 3.1 

and 3.2. Figure 3 depicts the architec- ture of the 

system. Three security zones divide each of the data 

centers. The red zone is the open Internet. The yellow 

zone contains server load balancers and 

webservers.The green zones host appli- cations 

servers. In the green zone, the following components 

run: InfoSphere Streams (Streams) processes social 

and machine logging in real time; InfoS- phere 

BigInsights (BI DataNode and NameNode – Hadoop) 

runs nightly map reduce jobs; Unstructured Infor- 

mation Management Architecture- Asynchronous 

Scaleout (UIMA-AS) performs feature extraction and 

tour- nament simulation; Web Crawler (Crawler) 

detects which webpages for an event are relevant 

toward specific 

 
 

Figure 3 predictive cloud computing architecture. 

players; Rabbit MQ passes messages for logging 

events; DB2 stores relational data (Database Server); 

and WebSphere Application Server (WAS) provides 

RESTful web services through an application called 

Big Engine and a visual display of the data 

processing through- out the system. 

Within WAS, a forecasting frame- work combines 

short, medium, and long-term future time horizons 

with a domain dependent event prediction model that 

provides tournament affinity and user demand 

outlooks. The predic- tion model includes factors that 

sum- marize the future sporting tournament state and 

social media responses about players. Big Data and 

cross correlations thereof, show the relation of user 

demand over future time periods. 

4. BIG DATA 

Sporting events rely on the high fideli- tous delivery 

of diverse digital content to a global audience. The 

data generated by tennis and golf play has large 

volume, variety, velocity and veracity, which is put 

into perspective by [41]. The diverse set of data that 

is available during a sporting event provides the 

foundation for cloud resource prediction through 

analytics presented in Section 5.2 and forecasting 

depicted in Section 6. Quick-streaming analytics 

process real- time data such as scores, tweets and 

schedules of play. Deeper algorithms find 
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computational intensive correla- tions and patterns 

from data at rest such as webpage content and 

historical play information. A hybrid data state called 

“data on demand” pushes information through 

Unstructured Information Management Architecture 

(UIMA) ana- lytical pipelines for focused deep event 

prediction that includes game state sim- ulation as 

described in Section 5.1. 

 

4.1. Tennis and Golf Data 

During a tennis or golf tournament, data providers 

stream real-time game state information to the cloud. 

Within golf, tee times, group pairings, featured holes, 

featured groups, weather updates, hole and round 

scores, player disqualifications, and injury reports are 

pushed to the 

  

cloud infrastructure. During a tennis tournament, 

match pairings, schedules, player disqualifications, 

player retire- ments, injuries, match states, scores, 

and all player information is available. PCC parses 

the data in real-time and then executes the simulation 

component, event feature extraction algorithms, 

player popularity measures and forecast- ing 

ensemble. 

4.2. Log Data 

As shown in Table 1, web servers log the high hit 

rates of webpages. The logs list line by line the 

content served by each web server that has been 

provi- sioned on the cloud. The log data are in 

motion, at rest, and on demand. Refer- enced from 

Figure 3, the PCC aggre- gates logs together, streams 

the content through an application server for stor- age 

into a relational database, and places the data into a 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). 

The real-time processing of the logs enables the 

forecasters to discover cycli- cal patterns. The 

Hadoop processing of log data applies deeper 

algorithms to determine player importance on the 

infrastructure. In another mode, an event-based 

predictor sends the log data through analytical 

pipelines to support feature extraction such as the 

real-time log counts, velocity, and acceleration. 

During machine learning model train- ing, the 

algorithms presented in Section 

5.3 use the log data to generate labels to minimize the 

error between a prediction and the ground truth. 

 

 

4.3. Web Content Data 

Each of the tournaments has a website that hosts the 

content of the event such as: http://rolandgarros.com, 

http://www.wimble- don.com, The websites provide 

accessibility to game statistics and multimedia 

replays to fans around the world. If code-based 

redirects such as JavaScript are not heavily used, the 

websites are continuously crawled. Oth- erwise, the 

crawler analyzes the file sys- tem content tree. The 

crawler matches player references to permutations of 

a name, nickname, or identifier on each page. The 

number of times a match is found on each webpage is 

stored within a relational database.The crawler 

contin- uously runs such that as the first crawl is 

finished and stored in the database, the second crawl 

immediately begins. The output of the web crawler is 

a prerequi- site to run deep insights on the log data 

within a Hadoop cluster per Section 4.2. The real-

time tennis and golf data from Section 4.1 establish 

which players should be crawled. 

4.4. Social Data 

A streaming connection to Twitter Gnip provides 

real-time Twitter data about a tournament including 

relevant player content [5,21,27]. A set of rules 

encodes a large filter to increase the relevancy of 

tweets for a tournament. For example, within the 

Masters tournaments, Rory McIlroy has the rules 

“rory mcilroy”, “rorymcilroy”, and 

“@McIlroyRory”. One of the most popular players at 

The Masters 2013 was Tiger Woods with rules “tiger 

woods”, “tiger woods”, and “@TigerWoods”. 

General rules that apply to the venue included “The 

Mas- ters”, “Masters”, “Augusta”, and “August a 

National”. When a tweet matches a rule, the text is 

sent to the streaming analytics component. 

An executing process within    Streams  

passes each tweet through a series of processing 

algorithms that score social sentiment. Streams 

processing also sends tweets as messages to a web 

application for storage in a relational database. The 

tweets within the data- base are inputs into feature 

extraction to produce factors such as twitter 

streaming count, acceleration, velocity, and twitter 

mention statistics. Section 

5.2 describes more detail about the social-based 

factors or predictors. 

4.5. Deep  Data   Correlations Processing data at 

rest within the map- reduce paradigm produces latent 

game data correlations. Multiple map-reduce jobs 
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that are defined in an assembly run in sequence. The 

first job creates a data cache for all mappers so that 

hundreds of processes are not simultaneously 

accessing a relational database. All of the players, 

web crawled pages for a player, and the webcrawl 

times are loaded into memory. 

As described in Section 4.2, the algorithm iterates 

over each entry within the log data to find a time. The 

time within a particular minute is the time key for the 

mapper and a count of 

1.0 is the value. The format is <epoch time> <count> 

<total size of all requests>. If for the given log time, a 

player within the tournament is not mentioned on the 

accessed path, the resource path becomes a URL key 

while the value becomes 1.0. The for- mat is <url> 

<count>. When an accessed resource mentions a 

player, the player identifier and the time become the 

player key while the value is the count of the player 

mentions over the minute time span. The format is 

<player ID>:<epoch time> <count>. The reduce 

stage correlates and counts the number of times a 

URL is accessed that does not contain a player 

mention, play- ers that are accessed over a minute 

time bin, and the number of log entries over a minute 

time bin. 

Predictive modeling and forecasting 

rely on each of the different types of data and 

correlations described through- out Section 4. 

5. PREDICTIVE MODELING 

During each sporting event, the demand curve for 

cloud resources has irregular spikes that coincide 

with major playing matches or rounds. The event 

forecaster adds spikes to the predicted curve for short 

burst periods. An event generator simulates a game 

tournament into the future. During the simulation, 

analytic containers accumulate sporting matches to 

pass to a feature extraction analytic pipeline. The 

feature extraction process discovers numerical 

representations or factors about the burst event. 

Each of the factors for golf and ten- nis was deployed 

into UIMA-AS over 8 to 12 Java Virtual Machines 

(JVMs) [9]. UIMA-AS supports several golf and 

tennis queues that facilitated the passing of data 

structures as messages for factor computation and 

tournament simula- tion. The operations are serial 

when an input from an upstream component is 

required for a downstream engine. Oth- erwise, the 

analytic pipelines parallelize operations to keep 

computation within seconds [9]. An alternative to 

UIMA-AS can be found within [40]. 

 

5.1. Tournament Simulation 

Each of the latest tournament states is loaded into a 

simulation analysis engine. The current time’s 

tournament state is simulated into the future to detect 

future high-demand events during a tournament. The 

simulation time hori- zon is a compromise between 

comput- ing time and forecasting into the future. The 

scaling within UIMA-AS relaxes the constraint of 

computing time to enable a future time selection to 

match the requirements of a system. The time 

selection was 30 minutes within each of the sporting 

events to provide enough future warning of a demand 

spike so the PCC could provision more capacity 

within the cloud. 

In golf, the simulation considered groups of players 

with the same tee time on a particular hole. The 

algorithm sup- ported shotgun starts, playoffs, split 

tees, and halts in play. Within tennis, the sim- ulator 

estimated future match start and end times according 

to the type of match such as doubles or singles while 

supporting rain delays, cancellations, retires, forfeits, 

and other match signals. The simulation component 

sent the results of a 30-minute simulation to fac- tor 

extraction engines. 

5.2. Factor Definition 

Factors within the PCC are feature extraction 

algorithms applied to a future simulated sporting 

tournament, stream- ing data, and historical statistics. 

Each of the tennis and golf factors is a domain 

dependent algorithm that comprises domain 

dependent analytical pipelines. For example within 

golf, an event gen- erator produces golf events for 

each hole that will be played in the future. Each golf 

event represents a future time where each player is 

playing a hole. Within tennis, singles and doubles 

matches are simulated throughout each tournament 

bracket. A tennis event rep- resents a game within a 

set that is part of a match. The social feature 

extraction algorithms described below span multi- ple 

domains and can be used in both golf and tennis. 

To support real-time prediction, the event generator 

sends a set of events to UIMA-AS engines that are 

distributed across several machines. Each golf event 

is sent as a message to a queue for factor processing. 

The golf domain dependent pipeline extracts the 

following factors from golf events: 
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Hole Number, hits Hole Number(.), is the number of 

holes that are played for a given tournament state. 

Featured Group, hits Featured Group(.), is a group of 

players that have web-accessi- ble streaming 

coverage of golf play. Fans choose the players as fan 

favorites, which generally draw high demand. 

Featured Holes, hits Featured Holes(.), in The 

Masters tournament, are select portions of a golf 

course that are game differentiators, such as the 

Amen corner. The Amen corner consists of holes 11, 

12, and 13 where streaming content is published on 

the web from each respective hole. The featured hole 

annotator also labels holes 15 and 16 as featured 

holes at The Masters tournament. The factor provides 

an additional prediction with respect to user demand. 

Playoff Prediction, hits Play off(.), deter- mines if a 

playoff is possible. A playoff is determined if 

currently playing golfers and those who have 

finished, clubhouse golfers, could possibly tie. The 

predicted range for the players that are still playing 

includes an Eagle to a Double Bogey. If a playoff is 

likely to occur, the predicted future demand is 

increased. 

Proximity to Lead, hits Lead(.), deter- mines the 

demand of the event when several players are within 

range of the winner’s circle. If the round is not com- 

plete, scores are predicted from historical game play 

information until all active players have 18 scores. 

Standard statistics provide likely groups of players 

that could be a winner. 

Web Exclusive, hits Web Exclusive(.), is the portion 

of the golf tournament that is only available through 

the cloud. As a result, the predictor variable encodes 

how much user volume will change when a web-

exclusive event occurs. 

Within tennis, the domain depen- dent pipeline 

contains the following algorithms that operate over 

the dura- tion of a simulation: 

Match Number, hits Hole Number(.), is the number 

of matches that are currently active for a simulated 

tournament state. Historical Match Popularity Mean, 

hits Historica Match Mean(.), provides the average 

magnitude of the currently playing players’ 

popularities calculated from the relevancy of an 

accessed webpage for the player. 

Historical Match Popularity Skew, hits Historica 

Match Skew(.), determines the skew of the Historical 

Match Popularity factor. 

Historical Match Popularity Norm, 

hitsHistoricaMatchNorm(.), determines the z-score of 

the Historical Match Popu- larity factor. 

Historical Match Popularity Kurtosis, 

hitsHistoricaMatchKurt(.), determines the kur- tosis 

of the Historical Match Popularity factor. 

 
 

Figure 4 Golf and tennis predictor importance. 

 Historical Match Popularity Sum, hits Historical 

Match Pop(.), determines the sum of the Historical 

Match Popularity factor. 

Tennis Real Time Log Count, hits Tennis RT Logs 

Count(.), is the summation of all streaming access 

logs. 

Tennis Real Time Log Acceleration, hits Tennis 

RTLogs Acc(.), is the acceleration of all streaming 

logs. 

Tennis Real Time Log Velocity, hits Tennis 

RTLogsVel(.), is the velocity of all streaming access 

logs. 

The social domain independent pipeline includes the 

following social factors over the simulation duration: 

Twitter Streaming Count, hitsTwitter- Count (.), 

determines the sum of tweets. Twitter Streaming 

Acceleration, hitsT- witterAcc (.), determines the 

acceleration of tweets. 

Twitter Streaming Velocity, hitsTwitterVel 

(.), determines the velocity of tweets. Twitter 

Match/Round Average, hitsTwit- terMRAvg (.), 

determines the average pop- ularity of all playing 

events based on twitter mentions. 

Twitter  Match/Round  Kurtosis,  hitsT- witter 

MRKurt (.), determines the kurtosis of 

  

popularity of all playing events based on twitter 

mentions. 

Twitter Match/Round  Maximum, hits Twitter MR 

Max (.), determines the maxi- mum popularity of all 

playing events based on twitter mentions. 

Twitter  Match/Round  Skew,  hits Twit- ter MR 

Skew (.), determines the skew of popularity of all 

playing events based on twitter mentions. 
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Twitter  Match/Round  Sum,  hits Twitter MR Sum 

(.), determines the sum of popularity of all playing 

events based on twitter mentions. 

Player Popularity, hits Player Popularity (.), is the 

degree to which sports fans want to follow and watch 

a particular player over an entire day. 

The overall analytic pipeline or top level aggregate 

(TLA) combines the social domain independent 

pipeline with the tennis or golf domain dependent 

pipelines. All of the features that are extracted by the 

TLA define a feature vector xt at time t. A predictive 

model defined by a multiple regression algorithm 

accepts the feature vector as input. Figure 4 shows 

the predictive power, based on Pearson correlation 

metrics, of the top 5 factors from a tennis and golf 

event. 

 

5.3. Multiple Regression 

Before the application of a spike event forecaster, a 

multiple regression model is trained with past 

tournament play. The experiments utilized a training 

set with 70% or 11,950 exemplars and a testing set of 

30% or 5,089 exemplars from the 2013 United States 

(US) Tennis Open to measure the performance of 

each model. A predictive model defined by a multiple 

regression algorithm accepts the feature vec- tor as 

input. 

We evaluated the models with both bagging and 

boosting options, which did not decrease the mean 

absolute error in any case. A linear model of the form 

E (Y|xt) = b1 xt1 + b2 xt2 + f + b -x  xt  x- 

(1) 

where Y is the origin server demand, without bagging 

and boosting performed the best with a mean 

absolute error of 2,129.8 HPM, linear correlation R 

squared score of 0.961, and a 1.24% average percent 

error.A quadratic model of the form 

E (Y|xt) = b12 

 x2 + b11 

 xt1 + b10 + f 

 + b -x  2 x2 -   + b -x  1 xt -x   + b -x  0 

(2) 

produced an average percent error of 0.62% better 

than the linear model while a cubic model of the form 

  

E (Y|xt) = b13 

 x3 + b12 

 x2 + b11 

 xt1 

 + b10 f + f 

 (3) 

 produced about a tenth of a percentage point 

improvement. Since the most important predictor for 

all models was the real time traffic log count and 

deviated the fewest between events with a linear fit to 

actual traffic demand labels, the linear model was 

selected to under fit less important predictors. The 

under fitting protected the model from high model 

drift since the system has not yet implement online 

learning. Figure 5 shows the linear model result that 

closely approximates the correct labels for the 2013 

US Tennis Open. Within Figure 5, the label is the 

actual server demand over a one-minute interval. The 

residual curve is normal with mean of 

-0.01 and standard deviation of 1.01. 

The Masters 2013 tournament training data produced 

a model that was best fit with a multiple linear 

regression model. The average percentage error of 

the model was a low 0.4%. The linear correlation was 

0.992 with a mean absolute error of 3,947 HPM. 

Figure 6 shows the plot of the label or actual demand 

on the cloud versus the model’s prediction. Within 

Figure 6, the label is actual server demand over a 

one-minute interval. Each factor within the golf 

model had more predictive power than within the 

USTA 2013 model. Patrons for The Masters 

tournament were careful to watch their favorite 

players on particular holes since their play duration 

was short. In tennis, accessing content during the 

tournament 

 
 

Figure 5 UstA 2013 multiple linear regression model 

evaluation. 
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Figure 6 Masters 2013 multiple linear regression 

model evaluation was not as variable as The Masters. 

Each of the multiple linear regression models 

produces a spike curve from simulated event factors 

over a future time hori- 

_ 

  

Dn = x - n v = 1 

2v 

f (x) = ae(-Dn  Dn  v) . 

  

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

  

The inverse of twice the square of the standard 

deviation, v,  is depicted in Equation 5 as v. Finally, 

the predicted demand value f (x) is returned for time 

zon feature vector xt. A Gaussian function 

distribution describes a spike of the form Equation 4 

defines the difference between a sample, x, and the 

mean, n.  x to provide a smooth spike over the entire 

event duration where a is an Experimentally 

determined   weight sca- lar. At every minute or time 

interval, a spike demand value is calculated from 

each spike where the maximum at that point on the 

spike curve is selected. Next, the short-term spike 

curve is combined, as described in Section 7, with the 

longer term cyclic-based fore- cast as described in 

Section 6. 

 

6.TIME SERIES FORECASTING 

Time series and cyclical forecasting complement the 

predictive modeling described in Section 5. A cohort 

of cyclical forecasters implement diverse long, mid 

and short-term time horizons and techniques for 

independent fore- casts. They are partial average, 

adjusted average, quadratic, cubic and vector 

forecasters. The Adjusted Average and Partial 

Average forecasters provide a statistical and shifted 

average of training data over a full day. The average 

for esion of mid and short term forecasters. The 

Vector Forecaster is an extreme numerical analysis 

projection of a fore- cast 5 hours into the future that 

overly corrects the average forecasters. The 

Quadratic and Cubic forecasters regress and forecast 

2 hours into the future to anneal the effects of the 

Vector fore- caster. The overall forecasting includes 

preprocessing, event generation, feature extraction, 

ensemble of forecasters, post processing, and 

merging [34]. Figure 7 depicts the overall forecasting 

architecture. The output of the forecasting sys- tem is 

a predicted trend of future time versus user event 

demand. 

6.1. Preprocessing Stage 

The preprocessing stage produces aligned curves 

based on event seasonality and imputes any missing 

historical data. The overall historical curve is a time 

series projection onto server event data that is 

partitioned into seasonality components or multiple 

curves using both cyclical day patterns and Powell 

Optimization process [3,4,36]. The box below 

describes the process of time series stratification and 

normalization into a (ti) c aligned curves that fore- 

casts the future. 

9. Conclusions and Future Work 

The Predictive Cloud Computing (PCC) system 

combined cyclical and event-based forecasting to 

predict cloud resource demand ahead of the time 

horizon. Combining long, medium, and short-term 

forecasts through half-life and parabolic weighting 

from event and cyclical forecasting methodologies 

pro- vided very accurate autonomic provisioning that 

supported actual cloud resource demand below the 

cloud resource capacity. For example, during the 

final match of USTA 2013, the fore- casted server 

demand had a 10.25% mean absolute percentage 

error against actual demand. 

The contributions of a variety of data that includes 

social, schedules, machine logs, web content, 

historical data, and scores provided highly accurate 

predictors and regressors. The velocity of the data 

was supported by streaming analytics and stored 

within disk or memory-based data- bases. The 

volume of the data was large and required deep 

pattern discovery to run on data at rest. When 
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required, data bits were accelerated through 

analytical pipelines to support real-time forecasting. 

The veracity of the data was high fidelitous because 

the sporting venue was the data provider with the 

exception of Twitter data. Overall, the work 

contributes to the field of computational intelligence 

by presenting diverse methods of combining 

Equation 15 shows the calculation of 

P (t), the number of servers to provision at time t. the 

PCC does not under provision. The value of the 

buffer zone term is deter- mined from historical event 

trends cohorts of forecasters, the implementation 

of Big Data for forecasting, combining cyclical 

forecasting and predictive model- 

 P (t) = max c1,f (t) +abbr 

(15) 

 before a live sporting tournament. The overall 

forecasted demand at each min- ute of a forecast is 

retrieved from funcing and an application of 

predictive cloud to high demand sporting events. 

In the future, the PCC system will 

 The total serving capacity of action 

 f (t) . The autonomic provisioning 

  

follow the principles of cognitive com- 

  

server, br, is hardware dependent. As machines are 

upgraded, the total serving capacity will increase. 

Through experi- ments and monitoring, the impact of 

forecasting error is minimized with a constant buffer 

zone term ab to ensure of servers is continually run in 

real-time during an event. 

For example, during the USTA 2014, each of the 3-

active clusters in the cloud had a maximum of 15,820 

min- utes per day or 264 hours per day of 

  

puting. The system will enhance human cognition 

beyond just provi- sioning of servers. All cloud 

resources such as disk, memory, and networks will be 

managed. The system will learn with increased use 

and utilize online  

learning paradigms. The system will interact with 

humans so that a human administrator can apply 

reinforcement learning by updating forecasting and 

predictive modeling weights. 
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